
Makaha/Keaau Fire Memorandum for Record 
August 5-8, 2018 

August 4, 2018 
The Makaha/Keaau fire began likely due to arson in the afternoon of Saturday August 4, 2018.  Senior 
Natural Resource Management Coordinator (Rohrer) got alerted to the fire as well as many other ignitions 
(Waianae ‘Baby girl’ fire) on Saturday afternoon by DOFAW Forester Peralta.  Reports from Saturday 
indicated that the fires where low in elevation and not likely to impact Army areas.  The fire in Makaha 
was at low elevation and burning near the condo towers.  Peralta reported that the fires had not entered the 
Forest Reserve. 
 
August 5, 2018 
Rohrer received a call from Natural Resource Management Technician Dave Hoppe-Cruz at 
approximately 0830.  Hoppe-Cruz reported fire burning through the Hibiscus brackenridgei fence in 
Keaau.  The fire was burning down slope through the fence unit.  The fire was also spreading through the 
Gouania vitifolia fence constructed by DOFAW.  It was shocking to hear that the fire had crossed over 
two gulches to reach the fences in Keaau.  This spread apparently happened late Saturday and early 
Sunday.  This was terrible news as then endangered Hibiscus and Gouania was already being impacted by 
the flames.  Rohrer alerted Peralta to the situation. Peralta reported coordinating with HFD in an attempt 
to get support for the area.  Peralta was engaged with state crews with the Baby Girl fire in Waianae.  
Oahu Natural Resource Manager Kawelo began to notify Army personel of the impacts in an effort to get 
Army aviation support.  Rohrer reported the incident to Program Manager Smith and began coordination 
with K&S helicopters.  Kawelo and Rohrer mobilized from home to Schofield base.  After collecting gear 
at the base Kawelo and Rohrer met Hoppe-Cruz on the road at Keaau at 1200.  After a debriefing and 
observing the fire status, Kawelo and Rohrer continued to Makua to meet K&S pilot Lang. 
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Fire seen spreading into Keaau on the morning of August 5 by David Hoppe-Cruz 
 
K&S pilot Lang arrived in Makua at 1215.  A quick aerial survey was conducted by Lang and Rohrer.  
Unfortunately the survey revealed that the Hibiscus area had already burned over and the Gouania area 
was about 75% impacted.  The fire was spreading downslope through the Gouania fence.  Lang began 
water bucket operations in the Gouania fence trying to prevent damage to the Gouania and prevent the 
fire spread toward Ohikilolo ridge and Makua Military Reservation.  Lang continued water drops until 
1800. 
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Fire spreading through the Gouania fence at midday Sunday August 5 
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Fire front spreading downslope in Keaau fence at midday Sunday August 5 
 
Army Biologist Smith arrived onsite a 1300 and began to assist with operations.  Army Wildland crew 
Gibbs, Turnbo and Faber arrived on site at 1430 and debriefed with environmental staff.  Wildland staff 
staged operation in Keaau where they had a better view of the fire and helicopter water drops.  Chief 
Gibbs stayed in Makua to oversee operations. 
 
Army Environmental personnel also assisted Army Wildland Fire by preparing the dip pond transferring 
water from storage tanks to the pond. The pond was only 1/6 full upon arrival at Makua.  
 
Army Blackhawks reported to the area at approximately 1530.  One ship (Army 446) had significant 
bucket issues and was forced to return to Schofield.  Communications were also an issue initially however 
after assistance from Schofield range control, communications were established with Army pilots using 
frequency 122.925 on the ICOM handheld radios.  Army Fire Turnbo requested 4 Blackhawk ships but 
due to some difficulties there were never more than two on scene.  One with a long line configuration and 
one with a belly hook.  Army ships delivered approximately two dozen 660 gallon buckets to Keaau 
under the direction of Army Wildland Fire.  Blackhawks were onsite for approximately 3 hours. 
 
There was one additional survey conducted by Kawelo, Army Biologist Smith and Army Fire Chief 
Gibbs.  Preliminary mapping was completed on this flight.  Unfortunately, the survey revealed that efforts 
had not stopped the spread through the Gouania fence.  However the fire had been held at the gulch 
bottom of Keaau, stopping further spread toward Makua. 
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August 5, 2018 Fire Extent 
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Weather on Sunday was windy and mostly dry, however there were periods of showers in the back of the 
valley and the showers occasionally reached the shoreline.  As there were no firefighters on the ground 
personnel did not take hourly weather. 

Staff were onsite until 1930, a debrief was conducted and plans were made for the next day. 

August 5 Summary 
Staff Time Total Hours 
Kapua Kawelo 1000-1930 8.5 
Joby Rohrer 1000-1930 8.5 
Paul Smith 1300-1930 6.5 

August 5 Air Asset Summary N545PH 
Time Note 
1215 Arrive at Makua and depart on aerial survey 
1230 Aerial survey complete and water drops started 
1400 Fuel run 
1415 Water drops continue 
1545 Fuel run 
1600 Water drops continue 
1730 Fuel Run 
1745 Water drops continue 
1845 Return to Makua and conduct aerial survey 
1915 Depart to Turtle Bay 

August 6, 2018 

Army Biologist Smith reported directly to Makua arriving at 0800.  Army Fire personnel were on site in 
Keaau at 0800.  Rohrer reported to Makua at 0830.  Smith and Rohrer assist with aerial operations from 
Makua valley.  K&S pilot Kahekili arrived to Makua valley at 0830.  Contract helicopter was prepared for 
ops.  Rohrer and Smith conducted aerial survey of Keaau fire line with K&S pilot at approximated 0840.  
K&S pilot started bucket ops immediately following aerial survey.  Rohrer and Smith started weather 
monitoring at 0840 and communicated conditions to Army Wildland Fire hourly.  Army Blackhawk 446 
flew into the area at 0830 but left with apparent bucket problems without making radio contact.  Army 
446 (belly hook) and Army Blackjack 98 (longline) arrived on site at 0920 and immediately began bucket 
ops under direction of Army Wildland Fire personnel located in Keaau Valley.  At 0945, K&S pilot was 
called off to support HFD until they could get their aircraft airborne.  At 1000 Army 446 left scene for 
refuel.  K&S pilot returned at 1004 and immediately continued with bucket ops.  At 1040, Blackjack 98 
left scene to refuel.  Army 446 returned to the scene at 1100 and resumed bucket ops.  At 1130 K&S pilot 
left scene for refuel and returned at 1144.  Blackjack 98 returned to scene at 1215.  Army 446 left to 
refuel at 1230.  After consultation with Army Wildland Fire personnel, K&S pilot was sent back to Turtle 
Bay at 1240 to shutdown for 2-3 hours to save some duty day flight hours for later in the afternoon.  At 
1300 Natural resource staffer Lee arrived to replace Rohrer.  At 1330, Blackjack 98 left for refuel and was 
replaced by Dustoff 597.  At 1408 Army Wildland Fire personnel request K&S pilot be recalled early due 
to increased fire activity and requested an additional person to assist with visual monitoring of fire line. 
Lee travelled to Keaau and provided visual support to Army Wildland Fire. Lee stationed along road lined 
with Plumerias below Our Lady of Keaau and watched the area to the South. Smith stayed at Makua LZ 
to assist K&S pilot upon return. Contact could not be immediately made with K&S pilot.  At 1412, Army 
518 arrived and commenced bucket ops.  At 1423 Dustoff 597 dropped bucket at Makua LZ and left for 
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fuel.  K&S pilot was contacted and arrived back on scene at 1455 and immediately commenced bucket 
ops.  Blackjack 98 arrived back on scene at 1455 as well.  At approximately 1530, K&S pilot conducted a 
brief survey of Makaha valley and observed an active fireline approaching the area with the potential to 
crest the ridgeline and either merge with the Keaau fire or move into Makua valley.  At 1543, pictures of 
the approaching fire were sent to Army Wildland Fire to evaluate if resources should be diverted to 
address this new threat.  K&S pilot left to refuel at the same time.  K&S pilot returned at 1553 and was 
directed by Army wildland Fire to conduct bucket drops on the Makaha line.  At least one Army UH 60 
was diverted to the Makaha line as well.  Dustoff 597 arrived back on scene at 1626 and encountered 
bucket problems until 1645, then commenced bucket ops.   

Fire spreading in Makaha on midafternoon on August 6 

August 6 Summary 
Staff Time Total Hours 
Paul Smith 0800-1900 11 
Joby Rohrer 0830-1330 5.0 
Julia Lee 1300-1900 6.0 

August 6 Air Asset Summary N545PH 
Time Note 
0830 Arrive at Makua shut down brief and prepare for survey 
0850 Survey complete and begin water drops 
0945 Depart to support HFD 
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1004 Return and begin water drops 
1008 Run for fuel 
1018 Return and begin water drops 
1130 Run for fuel 
1144 Return and begin water drops 
1241 Send to Turtle Bay for shutdown and fuel 
1455 Return and begin water drops 
1543 Run for fuel 
1553 Return and begin water drops 
1715 Run for fuel 
1725 Return and begin water drops 
1745 Return to Makua and conduct fire survey 
1830 Return to Turtle Bay 

August 6 Air Asset Summary Blackhawk 446: Short Line Configuration 
0830 Arrive on scene and recon, no coms with ground personnel depart back to wheeler 
0920 Arrive back on scene and begin bucket drops in Keaau 
1000 Depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1100 Returns from fuel and continues bucket drops in Keaau 
1230 Depart to Wheeler for fuel 

August 6 Air Asset Summary Blackhawk Blackjack 98: Long Line Configuration 
0920 Arrive back on scene and begin bucket drops in Keaau 
1040 Depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1215 Returns from fuel and continues bucket drops in Keaau 
1330 Depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1455 Returns from fuel and continues bucket drops in Keaau 
1630 Depart to Wheeler 

August 6 Air Asset Summary Blackhawk Dustoff 597: Long Line Configuration 
1330 On scene and starting bucket drops in Keaau 
1423 Depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1626 Returns from fuel and has bucket issues 
1645 Bucket issues resolved and beginning bucket drops 
1815 Depart for Wheeler 

August 6 Air Asset Summary Blackhawk Army 518: Short line configuration 
1412 On scene and starting bucket drops in Keaau 
1600 Depart for Wheeler 

Hourly Weather August 6, 2018 
Time Temp RH Wind Speed Wind direction 
0840 83.3 57 3.5 ESE 
1000 89.0 55 3.0 ESE 
1100 87.2 51 8.0 E 
1200 86 49 6.0 SSE 
1310 87.0 47 4.0 SE 
1400 91.0 44 10 SE 
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1500 90.0 48 10-15 ESE 
1600 88.0 52 7 ESE 
1700 82.0 57 10-12 ESE 

August 7, 2018 
Rohrer and Natural Resource Coordinator Valdez report to Makua at 0850.  Wildland Fire Faber 
conducted a recon in Keaau then arrives at Makua at 0900.  Army Blackhawks 597 and 483 begin bucket 
drops on active fire in Makaha at approximately 0850.  K&S pilot Kahekili arrives in N545PH at 0915 
and shuts down to remove doors.  Rohrer, Valdez and Faber conducted an aerial survey, map the fire 
boundary and Faber sends Blackhawks to Makua to shut down and await future instruction.  The survey 
reveals that the fire has not spread overnight in Keaau.  Most active fire is in Makaha on the north side of 
the valley moving up valley.  At 1015 Faber conducts a briefing with Blackhawk crews and while 
Kahekili makes a fuel run.  The strategy is to continue to wet down the line in Keaau with the Blackhawk 
597 with short line bucket under the direction of K&S Kahekili.  Blackhawk 483 is assigned to continue 
working in Makaha.   

Makaha valley on morning of August 7. Fire most actively burning on North side.  Upper left of the 
photo. 
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North side of Makaha valley, Tetramalopium peak along boundary of MMR visible in background 
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At 1030 Valdez and Army Fire Faber relocate to Keaau to help direct helicopters.  Rohrer stays in Makua.  
Rohrer secures access to dip ponds in Makaha by contacting Landis Ornellas.  Water drops continue 
through the morning as directed by Wildland fire.  DOFAW crew mobilize to Keaau after lunch and 
Army fire moves all Army ships to Makaha.  Rare Plant Program manager Dan Adamski reports to the 
incident at 1300 and Rohrer returns to the baseyard.  Adamski posts as a lookout at Keaau supporting 
Wildland Fire.  See table below for detailed accounting of ships and personnel. 

August 7 Summary 
Staff Time Total Hours 
Missy Valdez 0850-1900 10 
Joby Rohrer 0850-1330 4.5 
Dan Admanski 1300-1900 6.0 

August 7 Air Asset Summary N545PH 
Time Note 
0915 Arrive at Makua shut down brief and prepare for survey 
1015 Survey complete and going on fuel run 
1036 Return from fueling and begin water drops 
1151 Shut down at Makua to preserve flight time for later in the day 
1346 Run for fuel 
1400 Return and begin water drops 
1542 Return to Makua drop bucket and go for fuel 
1700 Done for the day; shut down, replace doors and head to TBR 

August 7 Air Asset Summary Blackhawk 597: Short Line Configuration 
Time Note 
0830 Arrive at Makua and after a recon begins water drops in Makaha 
1000 Shut down in Makua and brief with Wildland Fire 
1041 Depart Makua and begin Water drops in Keaau 
1137 Drop bucket in Makua and depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1220 Back on site hook bucket and resume water drops in Makaha 
1310 Drop bucket in Makua and depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1510 Back on site hook bucket and resume water drops in Makaha 
1620 Drop bucket in Makua and depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1723 Back on site hook bucket and resume water drops in Makaha 
1819 Done for the day, departs for Wheeler 

August 7 Air Asset Summary Blackhawk 518: Short Line Configuration 
Time Note 
1043 Arrive at Makua and after a recon begins water drops in Makaha 
1200 Done for the day, departs to Wheeler 

August 7 Air Asset Summary Blackhawk 483: Long Line Configuration 
Time Note 
0830 Arrive at Makua and after a recon begins water drops in Makaha 
1000 Shut down in Makua and brief with Wildland Fire 
1035 Depart Makua and begin Water drops in Makaha 
1137 Drop bucket in Makua and depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1205 Back on site hook bucket and resume water drops in Makaha 
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1340 Done for the day, departs for Wheeler 
 
August 7 Air Asset Summary Blackhawk 437: Long Line Configuration 

Time Note 
1445 Arrive at Makua and after a recon begins water drops in Makaha 
1516 Back to Makua to fix bucket 
1520 Bucket fixed and return to Makaha for water drops 
1558 Drop bucket in Makua and depart to Wheeler for fuel 
1633 Back on site hook bucket and resume water drops in Makaha 
1720 Back to Makua to fix bucket 
1725 Bucket fixed and return to Makaha for water drops 
1810 Done for the day, departs for Wheeler 

 
Aerial efforts stop additional spread in Keaau.  Extensive efforts in Makaha stop the active fire from 
advancing further into the valley and possible spread over toward Keaau. 
 
Hourly Weather August 7, 2018 

Time Temp RH Wind Speed Wind direction 
0900 81.2 60.7 5.6 NE 
0930 86.8 57 6 NE 
1020 89 47 6 NE 
1100 88 49 7 NE 
1200 87 48 6.0 NE 
1300 84 64 10 NE 

 
Weather was hot and day until the afternoon when the RH began to raise in Makua.  As this was not the 
case in Keaau the weather was taken after 1300 from Keaau by wildland fire. 
 
August 8, 2018 
No Army resources report to incident.  DOFAW Peralta and crew work on the ground in Keaau with 
K&S Kahekili support.  Peralta reports fire contained and crew demobilizing in the afternoon.  Occasional 
smoke is reported from Makaha but no additional spread. 
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Incident Map 

Key points: 
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1. It takes a significant amount of time for Army resources to respond.  Weekend incidents 
are especially bad for timely response. 

2. Army Wildland as exceptional in responding quickly, requesting Army support and 
communicating with Environmental. 

3. Dip pond liners in Makua need repair. 
4. Dip ponds need to be kept full, consider using range control staff to maintain while Army 

fire is short staffed. 
5. The overnight spread of this fire was completely unexpected, in future we should work to 

ensure we monitor more closely. 
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